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CYCLING THE
COAST OF SPLIT

Introduction
Cycle by the beautiful coastline of Dalmatia, which offers beautiful
Mediterranean scenery and ancient history surroundings!
Known for its picturesque islands, pebble beaches, vineyards, as well
as mountain trails, this landscape is diverse and majestic. Explore
some of the best cycling routes in Dalmatia, charming villages and
towns, and enjoy great food, mild climate and crystal clear sea. The
cycling trails vary in difficulty, some being designed for recreation
and some for the sports cyclists.

The highlight of these cycling tours is, without doubt, Split, a city with
the richest history in Dalmatia. Experience the ancient atmosphere
while touring the city's famous tourist attraction, imperial
Diocletian's palace, one of the most important works of the
architecture of Late Antiquity, protected by UNESCO.
In the heart of Split, a warm welcome awaits you at the charming
Cornaro City Centre Hotel****, the first hotel in Split tailored to the
needs of every cyclist, offering high comfort, friendly and
professional service.

Cornaro Hotel
Property: Cornaro Hotel****
Opening Year: 2014
Open: 24/7/365
Parking: On-site parking, garage parking available
Address 1: Sinjska 6, 21000, Split, Croatia
Address 2: Ulica kralja Tomislava 9, 21000, Split, Croatia
Telephone: +385 21 644 200
Mobile: +385 91 644 2000
Fax: +385 21 644 201
Skype: cornaro.hotel
Email: info@cornarohotel.com
Reservations: reservations@cornarohotel.com
Website: www.cornarohotel.com

In the heart of Split, a city boasting exceptional beauty, mild climate,
friendly hosts and rich tradition, the luxurious Cornaro Hotel****
offers a seamless fusion of traditional and modern, affiliated with a
passion for complete professional service, which combine to create
an experience that is truly exquisite.
The excellent central city location of Cornaro Hotel****, its ancient
history surroundings at the historic nucleus and interior elegance
are complemented by discreet placement of the latest technology
thoughtfully integrated throughout each room bringing high-class
standard hotel services to our guests.

Facilities for cyclists


cycling maps



guided bike tours



guarded bike storage



educated staff



bike washing area



professional cycling



simple repairs tool kit



bike maintenance services



info point with information

download of GPS trail

about local cycling offer

coordinates from the

sports clothes laundry

website





Accommodation
142 rooms, 4 suites and 1 premium suite meet the highest standards in
terms of facilities and design offering numerous features such as
bathtub or shower equipped rooms available per Your request, air
conditioning, Wi-Fi, telephone, minibar, in-room electronic safe
(laptop "friendly") and flat screen satellite TV.

equipment and devices


possibility of free

service



GPS with points of interest

bike rental



wellness

Cyclist buffet breakfast
For those who are looking to get on their bikes and improve fitness,
not just any breakfast will do. Specially designed for cyclists,
breakfast at Cornaro Hotel**** enables you to boost performance
and get the most from your rides!
The rich buffet breakfast at Cornaro Hotel**** gives you the
opportunity to fill your plate wisely, with a variety of healthy fats,
protein, and unrefined carbs which deliver sustained energy. Tailor
your breakfast to the kind of riding you'll do and keep your brain
focused and muscles energized!

Cycling on the Marjan peninsula

Spin stronger by choosing the Cyclist Buffet Breakfast at Cornaro
Hotel****!

Marjan hill, a Mediterranean pine tree forest, which lives
in an
an
es in
inseparable physical and symbolic symbiosis with Split, hasaagreat
great
number of paved roads, gravel paths and dirt roads for You enjoy!
to enjoy!
Rich pine forest hosting wildlife, medieval churches, historical
istorical
monuments and breathtaking views on Split, surrounding mountains
and islands, will surprise you with its exceptional beauty
and
auty and
adventurous side. Various terrains are perfect for thrilling bikeride
bike ride
through narrow trails, as well for the recreational cycling on paved
paved
roads. Whether you choose to rest at one of the beautiful beaches or
or
reach the Marjan cape, unspoiled nature and serene atmosphere
e
create an unforgettable experience for any cycling adventurer!
er!

Enjoy your day cycling round the park forest Marjan!

